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Looking for obtaining a leader position within an organization where accomplished 
education and demonstrated abilities will help to teach and motivate people while 
maintain accomplishments and interests.

EXPERIENCE

Molder III 
ABC Corporation - SEPTEMBER 2004 – OCTOBER 2012

 Observe continuous operation of automatic machines to ensure that 
products meet specifications and to detect jams or malfunctions.

 Measure and visually inspect products for surface and dimension 
defects in order to ensure conformance to specifications, using 
precision measuring instruments.

 Set up, operate, plastic molding and core making machines to mold 
thermoplastic or rubber parts or products.

 Position and secure workpieces on machines, and start feeding 
mechanisms.

 Turn valves and dials of machines to regulate pressure, temperature, 
and speed and feed rates, and to set cycle times.

 Remove finished or cured products from molds, using hand tools, air 
hoses, and other equipment.

 Install molds onto machines, presses or die frames, then coat molds 
with parting agents, according to work order specifications.

Molder 
ABC Corporation - 1999 – 2004

 I made molds in co2 sand in a grey iron foundry.
 it was all loose work and the castings ranged in size from a couple 

lbs.
 to several thousand lbs.
 we also used air-set for the very large castings.
 This was the first time that I had worked with iron.
 it was considerably easier than non-ferrous alloys.
 Skills Used i was a molder and did loose work.

EDUCATION

 - (Sidney Central School - Sidney, NY)
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SKILLS

Carpentry,Computer skills.
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